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Chicken N Pickle to open within Flyway in Webster
Entertainment destination, pickleball courts and casual, chef-driven restaurant set to open
location within Flyway in Webster, Texas

WEBSTER, TX— In late 2023, Chicken N Pickle will open its exciting, signature indoor/outdoor sports-

focused entertainment and dining complex that celebrates the explosive popularity of pickleball.
Chicken N Pickle, with nine locations, chose Flyway for its first venue within the entire Houston MSA.
Chicken N Pickle’s indoor and outdoor pickleball courts, fast casual restaurant, shuffleboard courts,
multiple bars and entertainment spaces, outdoor game yard, and unique areas for parties fit perfectly
with Flyway’s vision to fuse the indoors with the outdoors in exciting new ways with best-in-class dining,
entertainment, recreation, and hospitality venues.
Inside Flyway, Chicken N Pickle will offer indoor and outdoor pickleball courts, multiple bars, and dining
areas on two floors, including a rooftop dining experience. The venue will accommodate corporate and
social events, from lunch meetings to large dinners and team-building events. With an emphasis on fun,
friendship, and community, Chicken N Pickle appeals to guests of all ages.
“The City of Webster is thrilled to have Chicken N Pickle announce its plans to open in Flyway,” said
Mayor Donna Rogers. “As Chicken N Pickle delivers a high energy, fun-filled entertainment and dining
experience that promotes the fastest growing sport in America, the premier venue is a perfect fit for
Flyway.”
Chicken N Pickle’s Flyway announcement comes on the heels of Great Wolf Lodge’s monumental
groundbreaking event on September 22, 2022. Great Wolf Lodge indoor waterpark resort hotel and
conference center chose Webster and Flyway for the company’s second location in Texas in what will be
the only Great Wolf Lodge within the entire Houston MSA. Great Wolf Lodge’s $200M resort will open
mid-to-late 2024 and feature 532 family friendly suites, an expansive 95,000 square-foot indoor
waterpark, 58,000 square-foot family entertainment center, and 11,200 square-foot conference center
amid 27 acres.
With Great Wolf Lodge as the hospitality anchor and Chicken N Pickle underway, Flyway is an
extraordinary destination unfolding with iconic entertainment, dining, recreation, sports entertainment,

and performing arts venues, amid a walkable, inviting atmosphere with boardwalk, event lawn, and
unique amenities.
The Webster Economic Development team is actively recruiting riveting sports entertainment venues,
top-notch restaurants and bars, and exciting recreation to Flyway. Build-ready parcels are currently for
purchase, giving each venue the power to establish one-of-a-kind spaces that exemplify each distinctive
identity.
Visit flywaytx.com for information, and follow Flyway on Facebook for updates.

